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Conceptual Computational Design
Explorer

Private Historic Preservation Project, Wytheville, VA (Current)
Surveyed 4300 sf home for historic tax credit submittal
Quinn Evans, Architectural Intern, Richmond, VA (Summer 2021)
Developed conceptual design for masterplan project

Education

Arium AE, Architectural Intern, Columbia, MD (Summer 2019)
Learned technical specifications, assisted with client meetings

Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Bachelor of Architecture
3.9 GPA
August 2019 - May 2024

Banta Campbell, Architectural Intern, Columbia, MD (Summer 2019)
Conducted Site Surveys, helped with construction documents

VT Second Year Architecture
Competition (Spring 2021)
3rd place: 120+ projects
Digital Fabrication Research Grant
Award (Spring 2021)
$500 independent study

6-21

26-31

5. Modular Dental Facility

32-33

American Institute of Architecture Students, Outreach Chair
Collaborate with various student organizations for events

6. Off Grid Scout Troops

34-37

National Organization of Minority Architecture Students, Vice President

7. Pushing Structural Tower Limitations

38-41

7. Tensegrity Study

42-43

8. Spatial Boundaries

44-45

9. Digital Fabrication Projects

46-47

Design For America, Project Manager
Coordinate team and client meetings for project progression

Honorable Mention: 150+ Projects

2. Engaging the World With Architecture

4. Intersecting Between Spatial Destinations

Leadership Experience

(Spring 2022)

(Fall 2021)

4-5

22-25

AIA Virginia Prize Challenge

VT Third Year Architecture Competition

1. Reimagining Experiential Transportation

3. Reinventing Affordable Housing

Awards + Grants
2nd Place in school: 100+ Projects

Table of Contents

Coordinate with leaders for events and meetings
CAUS Ambassador Program, Student Leader
Representative for prospective student events
Architecture Student Forum, Student Leader
Representative for student body within school administration

Seismic Design Team EERI Competition
(Spring 2020)

1st place Architecture: 50+ Schools

Design Proficiency
3d Modeling
Rhino
Grasshopper
Revit
Sketchup
Autocad

Machine
3d Printer
Lasercamm
Robot Arm
Woodshop
Metal Shop

Production
Hand Draft
Adobe Suite
Affinity Suite
Lumion
Enscape

Contact Info
Email:
AlonzoC@vt.edu
Phone:
(301)395-4186
Address:
508 Broce Dr. Apt. 12
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Website:

Alonzocolonarchitecture.com
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Project Experience
DFA Kayak Storage Masterplan, Project Manager (Current)
Leading a team of 15+ students to revitilize Camp Success
Bike Rack Pavillion, Team Member (Current)
With a grad student team we are reinventing bike storage
Tensegrity Study, Individual (Spring 2021)
Designed and fabricated full scale tensegrity structure
Lo Fab Pavillion, Team Member (Spring 2021)
Assembled work for the National Building Museum Exhibition
DFA Troop 158 Outbuilding, Team Member (Fall 2020)
Worked in a team to design for a local scout troop
FutureHAUS VT, Team Member (Spring 2020)
Worked on restoration and renovation for the World Expo 2021
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REIMAGINING EXPERIENTAL
TRANSPORTATION

AIA Virginia Prize Competition
3rd Year |Semester 2
2nd Place
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Train Stations that are put into
communities tend to serve people
that are moving from point A to B.
This multimodal transit hub serves as
more than a train station. It becomes
a place to be

This space presents itself as a linear
axis that provides a connection
to the studio. It is divided up by
program with each space pushing
and pulling people with light,sound,
expansion, and contraction.

This space presents itself as a linear
axis that provides a connection
to the studio. It is divided up by
program with each space pushing
and pulling people with light,sound,
expansion, and contraction.
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ENGAGING THE WORLD
WITH ARCHITECTURE

3rd Year |Semester 1

6 Public Side Long Elevation

An architecture school that works
to engage students both inside
and outside of the discipline of
architecture by showing the process
of work in an architecture school

Lobby

Labs

Studio

Library
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This school presents itself as a
linear axis that separates the site
into a private and public side. It is
divided up by program with each
space pushing and pulling people
with light, sound, expansion, and
contraction.

Within the walls of the building,
there is a linear axis that allows you
to see the extents of the space. As
you pass through each space you
are engaged by students working in
varying capacities.

Interior Pathway

Engaging the pedestrian, the
expressive structure of the building,
the display spaces, and amphitheater
spaces all work together to draw
attention and encourage interaction.

Exterior Pathways

At moments within the building there
are transition spaces that separate
the functions of the buildings with
an outdoor space. These individual
spaces provide ways to interact
with the surrounding program of the
building.
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Studio Section

Breakout Spaces
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The structure of the building uses
tensegrity to create the notion of a
floating plane. The columns have
no direct connection to the beams
allowing a full expression of light
into the space.

Tensegrity Structure Study Model B
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Studio Section

Tensegrity Structure Study Model C
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As the connection point of the
buildings axis, this volumous space
is where students spend the majority
of their time. It becomes a space for
interaction and having your work on
display as an expression of process.

1 Side pin up rooms connects two
paths as a way for people to have
the experience of work in progress
at a small scale. Then there is a large
kiva space that brings natural light
back into the center of the space.

2 Within each individual studio, there
are sliding glass wall panels that
students can use to pin-up work and
write on as a way to learn about
presenting work.

1

2

2

3 Greeting the building from the public
space is a amphitheater. This serves
as a space for people to sit and
enjoy coffee, listen to a lecture from
outside, or experience the nature of
the building and student work.

3
1

12 Studio Perspective Section

2

2

1
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As the beginning stage of an
architecture project, the library greets
students at the start of the project as
a space to do research and study
precedents prior to starting projects.

1. Private Reading Space

separating the library and studio
space with light and sound is a
breakout space. A small glass
corridor that forms an interaction
between the two spaces.

2. Public Group Space
3. Sitting Area
4. Library Space
5. Work Table
6. Display Gallery

1
3
4
Library Perspective

3
6

5
2

3

4
3
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Library Axial Perspective Section

Library Axonometric
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After designing a space within studio,
students move to create models
within the labs and makerspaces.
The breakout areas provide more
covered outdoor work spaces and a
materials store.

Walking through this space you are
able to see people working and
innovating for the future. Extending
outdoors, there is a gallery space
where work can be displayed on the
public side of the building.

1. Makerspace Labs
2. Materials Store
3. Outdoor Work Space
4. Administration
5. Wood Shop
6. Metal Shop
7. Pathway To Auditorium

3

1

2

Labs Perspective

7

5

4

4
4
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Labs Axial Perspective Section

Labs Axonometric

6
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The lobby and auditorium space
is a place for final presentations. It
provides a separate notion from just
regular pin-ups. connecting the two
spaces is a holding room where
people can interact prior to entering
the auditorium.

From the moment you enter the
building you can see the extent of
work happening as it becomes a
large workshop andyou explore the
journey of seeing projects at varying
stages.

1. Lobby Pin-Up Space
2. Exterior Breakout Path
3. Holding Space
4. Auditorium
5. Pathway Connecting Studio

The final breakout space provides a connection
to nature breaking apart from the building
2
2
extending
to the exterior paths.

1
Lobby Perspective

5
4
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Lobby/Auditorium Axial Perspective Section

Lobby/Auditorium Axonometric

3
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This early iteration model explores
the way that the building splits
the site in half. Where in contrast,
this side becomes a private space
just for students in the discourse of
architecture to enjoy the outdoors.

1 Side pin up rooms are elevated to
draw back from the interaction of
the public.

2 There is an amphitheatre and
pathway that connects back down
to the studio space.

3 The landscape becomes a teaching
space where students can work
outdoors as an escape from the built
environment

1

1

3

2

3

3
20 Lobby/Auditorium Axonometric
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REINVENTING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING

3rd Year Competition
3rd Year |Semester 1
Notable Mention
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Reinventing affordable housing, the
building engages families in the idea
of lowering the operating costs of a
house as a way to teach them about
achieving a lower cost of living.
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Affordable housing does nothing
to help people move beyond their
previous living conditions. This space
provides a small community of
interaction where everyone is on a
similar path trying to move forward
into a more sustainable lifestyle.
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Each space simplifies the idea of
living by providing a passive quality
to create space. The house stems
from the idea of service for the user
and extends to how it can provide
support for a simple way of living.
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INTERSECTING BETWEEN
SPATIAL DESTINATIONS

2nd Year |Semester 1

Creating an interaction between
spaces, the program draws people
outwards with light to bring a
connection to nature.

Site Plan
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Each space in the building works with the
notion of movement. It provides a level of
convenience as people encounter each stage
of the building from getting coffee, finding a
seat, to leaving the building.

A
Service space contains bathrooms,
mechanical storage, and cafe
storage.

B

C
Services A

Cafe space where the building
extends the outdoor experience
as people move towards the
light.

B

C

A

Coffee Shop

B

Study space providing a
separation from sound for a
quiet break from the cafe.
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Exploded Axon

Study Lounge C
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Creating an enclosure, the structure of
the building consists of CMU blocks
and steel trusses. The south facing
facades of the building use perforated
metal providing both shade and view
for the building.

B

A
A

C

A Cafe Section

C
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B Model

Peeled Back Structure C
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MODULAR DENTAL
FACILITY

2nd Year Competition
2nd Year |Semester 2
3rd Place Award

A small modular concept reinvents
the idea of dental service to serve
people in multiple locations.

The interaction of this space serves the community. Any dentist can operate in this space with their own
set of patients, while, the kiosk within the left side provides a check-in/out space.

32
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OFF GRID SCOUT TROOPS

Design For America (Group Work)
2nd Year |Semester 1
Imminent Construction

In a team of 7, we created a design
proposal for an off-grid outbuilding for
a local scout troop focusing on storage
and meeting space. We met with scouts
parents, and committee members as we
iterated towards our final design.

Early Iteration 1

Early Iteration 2

In each meeting we collected
community feedback to take
back and iterate our design
solutions.

Early Iteration 3

Our final design worked to
incorporate the best of each
project idea and consolidate
it into one.

In our final presentation we prepared a proposal to talk about our design concept where we showed
how the space works for small scale activities indoors, large group activities outdoors, and storage for
all of their supplies.
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Final Client Presentation

Final Iteration
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Site Plan

Garden Sunlight Study 1

Garden Sunlight Study 2

A Elevation
Designed for various scales of interaction, an inner fabric was developed for enclosed smaller
meetings, the covered porch allows larger meetings to occur, and within these spaces are various types
of storage spaces for sleds, wood, among others objects.

We utilized passive design strategies to provide cooling and heating for the space. Our butterfly roof
was designed to capture water into cisterns to use for gardens, while the windows are meant to open
up to provide cross ventilation for the space.

A

B
36

Floor Plan

Passive Design Strategies B
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PUSHING STRUCTURAL TOWER
LIMITATIONS

EERI Seismic Design
Team Competition
1st Year |Semester 2
1st Place Architecture
3rd Place Board

Creating a hierarchy based on the
functions of the building, this business
hotel provides restuarants, convention
space, hotel space, and recreational
space in Downtown San Diego.
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1

Lobby
Level 1
1/8" = 1'-0"

The space hosts restaurants
that lend its space towards
the interaction of the lobby.
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Business Convention Floor

1

Rooms

Rooftop Bar

With each floor, the room
sizes get larger providing
spatial intimacy and luxury.

With a central bar space, an
edge condition is created for
viewing.

Level 7
1/8" = 1'-0"

1

Level 19
1/8" = 1'-0"
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Lobby Structure

Rooms Structure

Recreational Structure

Designing for a seismic region, we reinforced the
system of beams and columns with cross bracing. As
each floor plane changes, the bracing connects the
sloping corners to achieve a continuous connection.
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Elevation Structure

Axon Structure

Seismic Competition Model
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Tensegrity Study

2nd Year |Semester 2

Tensegrity is the idea of suspending an
object using only cables; providing the
illusion that an object is floating. This
project is a study into the concept of
how this can become an architectural
structure.

2D Tensegrity

Test Model

For this concept to become
a reality, it was necessary
to sketch, model, make
test models, and run
grasshopper scripts to
prepare for assembly.

Wire Cutting Script

Wire Cut Setup

Wire Cutting Process

Lamination

Assembled Tensegrity Structure
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At each stage of fabrication,
new issues were created
that needed to be resolved
to increase durability.

Learning From Mistakes

Resolved Connection 43

Spatial Boundaries

2nd Year |Winter Break

During Covid-19 I designed a new
workspace that transforms how I use
the space, and has the versatility to
exist in multiple locations supporting
college living.

Side Section

Front Section

The desk was assembled with 2x4 wood,
and an mdf table top. Designed to last, the
table was structurally designed to withstand
loads to prevent bending under the weight
of the TV, people, or other objects.
Top Section

Assembled Desk

Design Iterations + Materials Quantities & Cost

Structural Loading

This desk was designed to transform my room while also expanding the function of the space. TThere
are 2 desks, and 2 side tables. The right side is for physical model making and drawing, while the left
side is for digital work.
The digital space was designed for 3 scales of engagement:
Work - Sitting in the chair
Game - Sitting at the edge of the bed
Movie - Laying in the bed
44

Table Construction

Side Desk assembly
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DIGITAL FABRICATION PROJECTS
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Each project shows an exploration
into methods of designing to achieve a
larger concept. The idea is to achieve
a level of detail with precision and
accuracy turning concept to reality.

“Material Functionality”-Woodshop

“Geometric Configuration”-3d Printing

“Intersections”-Rhino

“Smart Desk”-Rhino

“Friction Control” -Woodshop

“Facade Intersections”-Blade

“Aperture Sunlight Study”-Blade

“Order & Shadow”-Woodshop

“Geometric Assembly”-LaserCAM

“Mass Production Jig”-Woodshop 47

Alonzo Colon
Alonzocolonarchitecture.com
Linkedin
Instagram
Facebook

